Are you ready for a mountain hunt? We offer fantastic hunting areas in the Gredos mountains and here our hunters are offered unique experiences on the biggest ibex in Spain, the Gredos Ibex. On our hunts in Spain you get a very high level of service both the hunt and, the stay and the food is excellent

Challenging hunt
Requires moderate level of fitness
Accommodation in a hotel

Mountain Hunt
Spot-and-Stalk Hunt
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HIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTION

Hunt for Gredos Ibex

Overview

The hunt for the Spanish ibex take place, like all other ibex hunts, in breathtaking mountain scenery. The ibex is light on its feet, extremely alert, and very easy to spook.

The hunt is classic mountain hunting. In the early morning the hunters will push high up into the landscape to locate the ibex with the help of spotting scopes.

Once this has been successful, the demanding stalk begins - moving over difficult, steep terrain, perhaps not even being able to see your quarry for hours on end. It is not unusual to have to take your shot at a range of 300m.

The hunting season for Gredos Ibex is from August -April. The best hunting is during the rut in November, December and January.

As is usually the case with mountain living game, the Spanish ibex is both shy and very wary. After millennia of being pursued by people, eagles, foxes, wolves, lynx and other predators they have developed extremely sharp senses.

There senses of smell and hearing are fantastic, while their sense of sight is really in a class of its own.

All this together with the terrain they live in make the Spanish ibex a very worthy opponent and a very sought after trophy.

The hunt itself is a classic mountain hunt. In the early

HIGHLIGHTS

- Fantastic hunting district in the Gredos mountains
- Unique hunting experience!
- High levels of service during all aspects of the hunting tour
- Hunting at an altitude of 1,500 - 2,500m!
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hours of the morning you will try to locate your quarry, which often be grazing in lower lying areas, from a vantage place high in the mountains.

By using powerful binoculars/spotting scopes the hunter and guide will evaluate the size of the trophies, to see if there is an animal of the correct size in the herd.

At this point your distance from your quarry can be anything from a few hundred meters to several kilometers. Now starts the part of the hunt that many hunters believe raises this form of hunting above all other hunts, namely the stalk. The planning of the stalking is critical, as often for long periods, in some cases several hours, the hunter will have no visual contact with the ibex.
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Accommodation in Spain is usually provided in a cosy hotel which might be out in the countryside or up in the mountains, but always close to the hunting district. It will have good facilities, which normally include WiFi and well-furnished rooms with a private bathroom and toilet. Our hunter typically stay in a twin room with private facilities, single rooms are also available - on payment of a supplement.

Spain is famous for its wonderful cuisine and its fantastic wines. Paella, Tapas, Gazpacho, cheese and air-dried hams are just some of the areas in which it must be said Spain holds a prominent position, while this is not even mentioning the country’s amazing fruits and vegetables. If you like a great gastronomic treat when on a hunting tour, then Spain is the perfect choice.

Your accommodation will feature a good Spanish kitchen, serving great meals and good wine. Full board is included in the price.

Spain is also ideal for non-hunting guests. Many of our hunting districts are close to exciting, historic cities with fantastic architecture and a rich cultural life. The weather is Spain is also very welcoming. The long summer months are ideal for relaxation and sunbathing.
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We have worked together with our Spanish partner, Luis Miguel, for many years. He is extremely capable and very service minded, giving our hunters a great hunting experience time after time. Luis Miguel has a great depth of knowledge about hunting. Not only does he offer hunting for the different types of ibex found here; Gredos, Beceite, Sierra Nevada and Ronda, but he also ranges hunts for chamois, red stags, Barbary sheep, fallow deer, wild boar and roebuck. We arrange all our fantastic mountain hunts in Spain through this partner, which is a strong indication of how satisfied we are with our co-operation.

Our hunters can count on all aspects of one of our hunts in Spain, you will enjoy a high level of service throughout your tour.
We offer fantastic hunting areas in the Gredos mountains and here our hunters are offered unique experiences on the biggest ibex in Spain, the Gredos Ibex. On our hunts in Spain you get a very high level of service both the hunt and, the stay and the food is excellent.

The hunt for the Spanish ibex take place, like all other ibex hunts, in breathtaking mountain scenery. The ibex is light on its feet, extremely alert, and very easy to spook.

The hunt is classic mountain hunting. In the early morning the hunters will push high up into the landscape to locate the ibex with the help of spotting scopes.

Once this has been successful, the demanding stalk begins - moving over difficult, steep terrain, perhaps not even being able to see your quarry for hours on end. It is not unusual to have to take your shot at a range of 300m.

The hunting season for Gredos Ibex is from August -April. The best hunting is during the rut in November, December and January.

As is usually the case with mountain living game, the Spanish ibex is both shy and very wary. After millennia of being pursued by people, eagles, foxes, wolves, lynx and other predators they have developed extremely sharp senses. There senses of smell and hearing are fantastic, while their sense of sight is really in a class of its own.

The hunt itself is a classic mountain hunt. In the early hours of the morning you will try to locate your quarry, which often be grazing in lower lying areas, from a vantage place high in the mountains.

By using powerful binoculars/spotting scopes the hunter and guide will evaluate the size of the trophies, to see if there is an animal of the correct size in the herd.

At this point your distance from your quarry can be anything from a few hundred meters to several kilometers. Now starts the part of the hunt that many hunters believe raises this form
of hunting above all other hunts, namely the stalk. The planning of the stalking is critical, as often for long periods, in some cases several hours, the hunter will have no visual contact with the ibex.
# Price and info on your tour

## Specification of price

### Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Possible Lodging Dates</th>
<th>Price from (per. person)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bronze</strong></td>
<td>24. December 2019 - 29. March 2020</td>
<td>€7,140,00 (Observer €615,00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gold up to 230 CIC point</strong></td>
<td>24. December 2019 - 29. March 2020</td>
<td>€11,795,00 (Observer €615,00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representative</strong></td>
<td>24. December 2019 - 29. March 2020</td>
<td>€5,795,00 (Observer €615,00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Silver</strong></td>
<td>24. December 2019 - 29. March 2020</td>
<td>€8,865,00 (Observer €615,00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The price includes
- Pick up from the airport
- 3 days stay with full board
- 2 days hunting 1:1
- English speaking guide
- All transport in Spain
- Spanish hunting licence
- Trophy fee for 1 Gredos ibex representative

### The price does not include
- Flights to Madrid
- Trophy preparation €140, paid directly to the hunting district
- Supplement for a medal winning becexe trophy
- Travel and cancellation insurance
- Gratuities
- Any accommodation before or after the hunt
- EU-public liability insurance € 5,-
- Export permit €200,- to be settled directly in the district
- Rifle hire 135 EURO per hunter in total
- Everything not listed under "the price includes"
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Hunt for Gredos Ibex

Ibex, Spanish (Europa)
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Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same company - are built on more than four decades of experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry, Jan Kføstteig, who today remains shareholder and chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more than 40 counties and customers from around the world. This has only been possible because of the strength of our customers faith in our company, our partners and the service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it is at present. There have always been a mass of small and medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up the market for direct booking and packages sold by “agents” of more or less transparent character and by agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as promised. Generally it is only when things go wrong that the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises what the difference between a good Danish travel agency - with all the security that entails - and a questionable foreign seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of security. Our experienced staff really know our destinations and can provide highly qualified advice tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you book your hunting tour through us you also have a guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event of something not going quite as planned. As one of our customers you can expect around the clock support, via our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going wrong.